Papergrass Biography
... papergrass, that's space rock with depth.
It is not just music, it is the staging of visions of the future for a better and
more humane world. The music is expressive as the content, memorable and
reverberates in the mind for quite a while. You can not escape that ...
papergrass is a band that enjoys the music and passes these music lovers
on to the audience. The songs are original compositions with self-written
lyrics and own arrangements.
The musical backgrounds of the individual band members complement each
other to exciting, independent music that can not be sorted into popular
drawers.
The musicians of papergrass get their inspiration from rock music mixed with
psychedelic, classical and pop.
The result is: Space Rock
Many years of composition and stage experience have helped Papergrass to
make unusual songs. After various concerts, radio interviews and
publications, the single "Mrs. Honeybee" was released as a radio edition and
a music video on youtube.
In 2013, the EP "papergrass" was released.
The new album "Eternity" has recently been released. A concept album that
deals with current and also polarizing topics of the time. For a future that is
worth living and that focuses more on one another. Away from ignorance and
inhumanity, Papergrass stands for the vision of a future that values the
environment and respects people. So the song "Just work" is a hymn of
liberation from stupid and disabling working conditions.
It is available on all popular online portals. Some songs from it are played
from online stations at home and abroad for example in the Netherlands or
England.
The musicians
Ralph Coquette (Lead & Backing Vocals, Bassguitar, Percussion),
Oliver Toth (Keyboards),
Armin Schärling (drums, percussion) and
Eva Hammerschmidt (Lead & Backing Vocals, Keyboard)
are papergrass.

 

The themes of this time are shrouded in unusually exciting music, impressive,
artistic, but also polarizing and powerful.

Power through music
In addition to the music, there is also the heart project "Power through
music". In the meantime, papergrass have carried out a number of
workshops with young people under the heading “Power through music”,
and thus aroused enthusiasm for making and composing music. It does not
matter whether the participants can play an instrument. Experience has
shown that even young people with no previous musical knowledge can
enthusiastically become part of a band and contribute their ideas, so that a
joint work is created, which is then performed in front of an audience as part
of a concert. “Strong through music” can be a contribution to opening doors
to a new world for young people and adults, to create something creatively
as a team.
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